
Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/012  

     

Name: ASHISH KUMAR BARIK Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: TAPAN KUMAR BARIK 

Communication Address: At-MADHAB PUR, Vill-MADHAB PUR, PO.-JHANJIA NANKAR, 

     PS.-NARAYANGARH, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721437 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ASHISH KUMAR BARIK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: TAPAN KUMAR BARIK 

 

Roll No.: DTA/012                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
http://www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in/


Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/010  

     

Name: ARIJIT SAMANTA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: RANJIT KUMAR SAMANTA 

Communication Address: At-5 NO. SEROMONI ANCHAL, Vill-VILL- CHANDIPUR, 

PO.-MIDNAPORE, PS.-KOTWALI, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721101 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ARIJIT SAMANTA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: RANJIT KUMAR SAMANTA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/010                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
http://www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in/


Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/056  

     

Name: REFAJUL MANDAL Gender: Male Category: OBC - A  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAJIBUR RAHAMAN MANDAL 

Communication Address: At-KHARKUSMA, Vill-KHARKUSMA, PO.-KHARKUSMA, 

     PS.-GARHBETA, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721127 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: REFAJUL MANDAL                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAJIBUR RAHAMAN MANDAL 

 

Roll No.: DTA/056                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - A 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
http://www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in/


Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/047  

     

Name: PRAKAS RANA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Nihar Kanti Rana 

Communication Address: At-Sahaspur, Vill-Sahaspur, PO.-Sahaspur, 

     PS.-Anandapur, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721122 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: PRAKAS RANA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Nihar Kanti Rana 

 

Roll No.: DTA/047                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/042  

     

Name: MILAN PAUL Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Baneswar Paul 

Communication Address: At-Tirtha Bhaban, Vill-Sahebgaje, PO.-Ghatal, 

     PS.-Ghatal, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721212 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: MILAN PAUL                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Baneswar Paul 

 

Roll No.: DTA/042                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/085  

     

Name: SUBRATA PAN Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Biswanath Pan 

Communication Address: At-58/29, Vill-Boxibazar, PO.-Midnapore H.O, 

     PS.-Kotwali, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721101 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SUBRATA PAN                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Biswanath Pan 

 

Roll No.: DTA/085                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

          
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
http://www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in/


Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/014  

     

Name: ATANU BANERJEE Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: SWAPAN BANERJEE 

Communication Address: At-KULADABAR, Vill-KULADABAR, PO.-JOREHIRA, 

     PS.-CHHATNA, Dist. - BANKURA, PIN-722137 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ATANU BANERJEE                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: SWAPAN BANERJEE 

 

Roll No.: DTA/014                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
http://www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in/


Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/037  

     

Name: KUMAR ABHISEK SAMANTA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Rabindra Nath samanta 

Communication Address: At-Sabang, Vill-Khagrageria, PO.-Khagrageria, 

     PS.-Sabang, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721144 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: KUMAR ABHISEK SAMANTA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Rabindra Nath samanta 

 

Roll No.: DTA/037                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/068  

     

Name: SAROJ KUMAR MAJHI Gender: Male Category: SC  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: HARIBALLAV MAJHI 

Communication Address: At-PRATAPNAGAR, BARAPLOT, Vill-PRATAPNAGAR,  

BARAPLOT, PO.-NABADWIP, PS.-NABADWIP, Dist. - NADIA, PIN-741302 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SAROJ KUMAR MAJHI                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: HARIBALLAV MAJHI 

 

Roll No.: DTA/068                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: SC 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/070  

     

Name: SAYANTAN RAKSHIT Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: ARDHENDU RAKSHIT 

Communication Address: At-Bagnan, Vill-Bagnan ot road, PO.-Bagnan, 

     PS.-Bagnan, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-711303 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SAYANTAN RAKSHIT                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: ARDHENDU RAKSHIT 

 

Roll No.: DTA/070                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/093  

     

Name: VIVEKANANDA MAITY Gender: Male Category: SC  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAKAR KUMAR MAITY 

Communication Address: At-ASANDA, Vill-ASANDA, PO.-LALNAGAR, 

     PS.-BELDA, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721424 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: VIVEKANANDA MAITY                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAKAR KUMAR MAITY 

 

Roll No.: DTA/093                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: SC 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/022  

     

Name: DEBABRATA JANA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOURHARI JANA 

Communication Address: At-GANAGA SAGAR ROAD, Vill-KRISHNANAGAR, 

 PO.-SAGAR KRISHNANAGAR, PS.-SAGAR, Dist. - SOUTH 24 PARGANAS, PIN-743373 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: DEBABRATA JANA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOURHARI JANA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/022                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 
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   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/024  

     

Name: DIBYENDU GHATAK Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: ASHOK KR GHATAK 

Communication Address: At-WB/115, Vill-RUDRANAGAR, PO.-RUDRANAGAR, 

     PS.-SAGAR, Dist. - 24 PGS (S), PIN-743373 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: DIBYENDU GHATAK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: ASHOK KR GHATAK 

 

Roll No.: DTA/024                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/066  

     

Name: SANKHA SUBHRA MANDAL Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Saptarshi Mandal 

Communication Address: At-Susunia, Vill-Susunia, PO.-Ful-Susunia, 

     PS.-Barikul, Dist. - Bankura, PIN-722162 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SANKHA SUBHRA MANDAL                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Saptarshi Mandal 

 

Roll No.: DTA/066                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/035  

     

Name: KOUSIK SAMANTA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: TAPAN SAMANTA 

Communication Address: At-Kasa, Vill-Kasa, PO.-Kasa, 

     PS.-Monteswar, Dist. - Purba Bardhaman, PIN-713145 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: KOUSIK SAMANTA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: TAPAN SAMANTA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/035                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/079  

     

Name: SOUMYA PRAMANIK Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: CHITTARANJAN PRAMANIK 

Communication Address: At-112, Vill-UTTARKHAMAR, PO.-ALUKARANBARH, 

     PS.-BHUPATINAGAR, Dist. - PURBA MEDINIPUR, PIN-721454 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SOUMYA PRAMANIK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: CHITTARANJAN PRAMANIK 

 

Roll No.: DTA/079                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

          
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/015  

     

Name: ATANU DEY Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: RABINDRA NATH DEY 

Communication Address: At-SILDA, Vill-SILDA, PO.-SILDA, 

     PS.-BINPUR, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721515 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: ATANU DEY                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: RABINDRA NATH DEY 

 

Roll No.: DTA/015                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/030  

     

Name: HYDER ALI MIA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: late Ibrahim Mia 

Communication Address: At-Bhutnath colony, Vill-Moldanga, PO.-Sriniketan, 

     PS.-Santiniketan, Dist. - Birbhum, PIN-731236 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: HYDER ALI MIA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: late Ibrahim Mia 

 

Roll No.: DTA/030                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/087  

     

Name: SUKANTA DAS Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: MADAN MOHAN DAS 

Communication Address: At-TANTIGERIA, Vill-MIDNAPORE,  

PO.-VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY, PS.-KOTWALI, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721102 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SUKANTA DAS                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: MADAN MOHAN DAS 

 

Roll No.: DTA/087                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/001  

     

Name: AJIT MANDAL Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAKHAN CHANDRA MANDAL 

Communication Address: At-NARAYANGARH, Vill-DAUDPUR, PO.-DANGARPARA, 

     PS.-NARAYANGARH, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721424 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: AJIT MANDAL                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: MAKHAN CHANDRA MANDAL 

 

Roll No.: DTA/001                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/067  

     

Name: SANTU BERA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: CHANDRA MOHAN BERA 

Communication Address: At-METYAL SCHOOL, Vill-METYAL, PO.-DIBARPANDA, 

     PS.-NARAYANGARH, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721437 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SANTU BERA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: CHANDRA MOHAN BERA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/067                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/027  

     

Name: GOPINATH DAS Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: JOYDEV DAS 

Communication Address: At-SAHARDA, Vill-SAHARDA, PO.-SAHARDA, 

     PS.-PINGLA, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721131 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: GOPINATH DAS                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: JOYDEV DAS 

 

Roll No.: DTA/027                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/008  

     

Name: ANUPAM SARKAR Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOPAL CHANDRA SARKAR 

Communication Address: At-290/273, Vill-BALARAMDIHI, PO.-JHARGRAM, 

     PS.-JHARGRAM, Dist. - JHARGRAM, PIN-721507 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: ANUPAM SARKAR                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOPAL CHANDRA SARKAR 

 

Roll No.: DTA/008                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/075  

     

Name: SK MOHIBULLA Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: SK ABUBAKKAR 

Communication Address: At-NAZRULPALLY, Vill-BARDDHAMAN,  

PO.-BURDWAN HEAD POST OFFICE,  PS.-BURDWAN SADAR, Dist. - --Select City--, PIN-713101 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SK MOHIBULLA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: SK ABUBAKKAR 

 

Roll No.: DTA/075                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/006  

     

Name: ANNESHA BHATTACHARJEE Gender: Female Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Subhashis Bhattacharjee 

Communication Address: At-5/44 Edision Road, Vill-DURGAPUR, PO.-B- zone, 

     PS.-B- zone, Dist. - Paschim Bardhaman, PIN-713205 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ANNESHA BHATTACHARJEE                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Subhashis Bhattacharjee 

 

Roll No.: DTA/006                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/023  

     

Name: DEBABRATA PANJA Gender: Female Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Bibhas Panja 

Communication Address: At-Panja Para, Vill-Bamanara, PO.-Biswas, 

     PS.-Tamluk, Dist. - Purba Medinipur, PIN-721636 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: DEBABRATA PANJA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Bibhas Panja 

 

Roll No.: DTA/023                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/086  

     

Name: SUDIP MAITY Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: DILIP MAITY 

Communication Address: At-TANTIGERIA (DAS PARA), Vill-MIDNAPORE, 

 PO.-VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY, PS.-KOTWALI, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721102 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SUDIP MAITY                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: DILIP MAITY 

 

Roll No.: DTA/086                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

          
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/013  

     

Name: ASHOK MALAKAR Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: SIBSANKAR MALAKAR 

Communication Address: At-EGRA 2 NO G.P., Vill-NIGDANTA, PO.-BALIGHAI, 

     PS.-EGRA, Dist. - PURBA MEDINIPUR, PIN-721422 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ASHOK MALAKAR                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: SIBSANKAR MALAKAR 

 

Roll No.: DTA/013                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

    

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/048  

     

Name: PRALAY OJHA Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: NARAYAN CHANDRA OJHA 

Communication Address: At-Duria(East-South), Vill-Duria, PO.-Duria, 

     PS.-Narayangarh, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721467 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: PRALAY OJHA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: NARAYAN CHANDRA OJHA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/048                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/081  

     

Name: SOURAV NAG Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: ASIT NAG 

Communication Address: At-GHORATERIA, Vill-GHORATERIA, PO.-KANIKHA, 

     PS.-KHARAGPUR LOCAL, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721149 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SOURAV NAG                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: ASIT NAG 

 

Roll No.: DTA/081                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

 

          

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/055  

     

Name: RATAN MALAKAR Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: KANAI LAL MALAKAR 

Communication Address: At-UTTAR DARUA, Vill-UTTAR DARUA, PO.-DARUA, 

     PS.-CONTAI, Dist. - PURBA MEDINIPUR, PIN-721401 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: RATAN MALAKAR                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: KANAI LAL MALAKAR 

 

Roll No.: DTA/055                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/017  

     

Name: AVISHEK DAS Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: NITAI CHANDRA DAS 

Communication Address: At-38, Vill-Rampurchak, PO.-Shyamchak, 

     PS.-Debra, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721301 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: AVISHEK DAS                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: NITAI CHANDRA DAS 

 

Roll No.: DTA/017                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/044  

     

Name: NEMAI BOSE Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: PRANAB BOSE 

Communication Address: At-RURAL, Vill-RADHANAGAR, PO.-KUAPUR, 

     PS.-CHANDRAKONA, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721201 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: NEMAI BOSE                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: PRANAB BOSE 

 

Roll No.: DTA/044                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/020  

     

Name: CHANCHAL MAHATA Gender: Male Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Prafulla Mahata 

Communication Address: At-Sankrail, Vill-Vill- Dhansola, PO.-Sindurgoura, 

     PS.-Sankrail, Dist. - Jhargram, PIN-721513 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: CHANCHAL MAHATA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Prafulla Mahata 

 

Roll No.: DTA/020                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/074  

     

Name: SK JAKIR HOSSAIN Gender: Male Category: OBC - A  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Sk Serajul Islam 

Communication Address: At-Charka purba para, Vill-Charka, PO.-Amrakuchi, 

     PS.-Keshpur, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721150 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: SK JAKIR HOSSAIN                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Sk Serajul Islam 

 

Roll No.: DTA/074                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - A 

      

 

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/050  

     

Name: PRASUN SAHU Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: RANJIT SAHU 

Communication Address: At-FULKUSMA, Vill-FULKUSMA, PO.-FULKUSMA, 

     PS.-BARIKUL, Dist. - BANKURA, PIN-722162 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: PRASUN SAHU                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: RANJIT SAHU 

 

Roll No.: DTA/050                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/063  

     

Name: SAMIR KUMR MAJI Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: BISWANATH MAJI 

Communication Address: At-GANAPATINAGAR - PALBARI (near Ganga Mandir),  

Vill-MIDNAPORE, PO.-MIDNAPORE, PS.-KOTWALI, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721101 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SAMIR KUMR MAJI                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: BISWANATH MAJI 

 

Roll No.: DTA/063                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/077  

     

Name: SOMNATH NAYEK Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Pratap Nayek 

Communication Address: At-Nayek bhavan, Vill-Amdan nischinta pur, PO.-Upalda, 

     PS.-Panskura, Dist. - Purba medinipur, PIN-721152 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SOMNATH NAYEK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Pratap Nayek 

 

Roll No.: DTA/077                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 
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   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/031  

     

Name: INDRANI GHATAK Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: UDAY CHAND GHATAK 

Communication Address: At-Abhirampur, Vill-Abhirampu, PO.-Abhirampur, 

     PS.-Ausgram, Dist. - Barddhaman (East), PIN-713144 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: INDRANI GHATAK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: UDAY CHAND GHATAK 

 

Roll No.: DTA/031                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/043  

     

Name: NABANITA JANA Gender: Female Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Sunil Kumar Jana 

Communication Address: At-KSHIRISHBARI, Vill-KSHIRISHBARI, PO.-BARABARI SOUTH, 

     PS.-BHUPATINAGAR, Dist. - PURBA MEDINIPUR, PIN-721430 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: NABANITA JANA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Sunil Kumar Jana 

 

Roll No.: DTA/043                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)

 

 

mailto:dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/046  

     

Name: PRAGNYA PRIYADARSHANI NAYAK Gender: Female Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOURAHARI NAYAK 

Communication Address: At-HOLDING NO-1286/4,INDA,SARADAPALLY,WARDNO-1,  

Vill-KHARAGPUR, PO.-INDA, PS.-KHARAGPUR LOCAL, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721306 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: PRAGNYA PRIYADARSHANI NAYAK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOURAHARI NAYAK 

 

Roll No.: DTA/046                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/009  

     

Name: ANURADHA PALODHY Gender: Female Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Tusar kanti Palodhy 

Communication Address: At-Manikpur near kali mandir, Vill-Midnapur west, PO.-Midnapur, 

     PS.-Kotwali, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721101 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ANURADHA PALODHY                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Tusar kanti Palodhy 

 

Roll No.: DTA/009                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/004  

     

Name: ANIMA MAHATA Gender: Female Category: OBC - B  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOLOK BIHARI MAHATA 

Communication Address: At-Vill- Anandapur, Vill-Vill- Anandapur, PO.-Po- Sindurgoura, 

     PS.-Ps- Sankrail, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721513 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 

………………………………………….Cut Here…………………………….. Cut Here ……………………………..Cut Here…………………………. Cut Here……………………………..  

 

Name: ANIMA MAHATA                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: GOLOK BIHARI MAHATA 

 

Roll No.: DTA/004                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: OBC - B 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/016  

     

Name: AVIJIT MALLIK Gender: Male Category: SC  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: Tarak Mallik 

Communication Address: At-Birsingha, Vill-Birsingha, PO.-Birsingha, 

     PS.-Ghatal, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721222 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: AVIJIT MALLIK                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: Tarak Mallik 

 

Roll No.: DTA/016                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: SC 

      

     
 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 

============================================================================================================= 
   Memo No.: 351(47)/Mid. L.S.                                               ADMIT CARD                                                                     Date: 05.07.2019 

 

For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/060  

     

Name: SABITA MANDAL Gender: Female Category: SC  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: PHANI BHUSAN MANDAL 

Communication Address: At-KHARAGPUR, Vill-BISWARANJANNAGAR PURIGATE,  

PO.-HIJLI, PS.-KHARAGPUR TOWN, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721306 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SABITA MANDAL                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: PHANI BHUSAN MANDAL 

 

Roll No.: DTA/060                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: SC 

 

      

     

 …………………………………..      …………………………………….. 

   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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Govt. of West Bengal 
Office of the District Library Officer, Paschim Medinipur, 

DRDA Building, 2nd floor, Zilla Parishad Campus, Midnapore, PIN-721101 
Phone and FAX: (03222) 273804 *E-mail ID: dlopaschimmedinipur@gmail.com 
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For Post: District Technical Assistant                                     Enrolment No.: DTA/078  

     

Name: SONTU NANDI Gender: Male Category: UR  

    

Father’s Name /Mother’s: KEDAR NANDI 

Communication Address: At-MURAKATA, Vill-MURAKATA, PO.-KUTKI, 

     PS.-KESHIARY, Dist. - Paschim Medinipur, PIN-721451 
 

Examination Date:16.07.2019 (Written) 
    

Examination Venue:    Old Collectorate Conference Hall, Paschim Medinipur for Written Test 
                            

 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTION 

1. Reporting time to the written test venue/hall: 11:00 A.M and commencement of Written Test: 12:00A.M. 

2. Syllabus of the examinations (written Test) will be on General English, Mental Ability, Library Software & computerization, 

Computer Hardware and Networking. 

3. No candidate shall be allowed to enter into the test venue/hall without a downloaded  copy of the Admit Card from the Paschim Medinipur 

district official website (www.paschimmedinipur.gov.in) 

4. Candidates should bring all original copy of relevant documents along with one set of self-attested photo copy of the same including 

a photo identity proof. 

5. The candidate should take their seats in the test hall at least 15 minutes before the commencement of the test. 

6. No candidate will be allowed entry into the test hall after the commencement of the test. 

7. No candidate will be allowed to leave the test hall before the scheduled time of conclusion of the test and the question cum answer booklet 

are handed over /collected to/by the invigilator(s). 

8. The candidates are advised not to bring any book, document, note, paper, calculator, mobile phone, electronic gadget including digital 

wrist watch etc. to the test venue/hall. There is no arrangement for safekeeping of these of these articles at the text venue/hall. Keeping 

and using these articles in the test hall is strictly prohibited. 

9. Candidate will be subjected to search of his /her person and he/she is expected to cooperate with the personnel on duty at the entrance of 

the test venue. 

10. Any kind of malpractice or use of unfair means during the written test will be dealt with strictly. The candidate involved in such activities 

may lose their candidature and face stringent legal action. 

11. Only Ball Point Pen with blue/ black ink can be used to tick/mark before the Correct Answer in the Question cum Answer Booklet.  

12. If mark is found in more than one option or whitener fluid or anything is used to erase any option, the answer of that question will be 

treated as wrong. 

13. All candidates must fill in their personal particulars on the top sheet of the Question cum Answer Booklet immediately on receipt of 

Question cum Answer Booklet. 

14. No request for change to test venue/hall will be entertained.          

          

            District Library Officer 

            Paschim Medinipur 
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Name: SONTU NANDI                 Father’s Name /Mother’s: KEDAR NANDI 

 

Roll No.: DTA/078                                               Post: District Technical Assistant 

Category: UR 
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   (Signature of the Applicant)                                                                                       (Signature of the Invigilator)
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